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FEBRUARY – JUNE 2017

BLINDSIDE offers students the opportunity to hear from an exhibiting artist, gallery manager, and other arts professionals.
We love sharing ideas about the current exhibition and more general topics pertaining to Melbourne’s art scene!

WED 15 FEBRUARY – SAT 4 MARCH

WED 8 – SAT 25 MARCH

HELIOTROPE

Presented as part of the 2017 Virgin Australia Melbourne
Fashion Festival Arts Program.

LESLIE EASTMAN
Heliotrope explores metaphors of light and our relationship
to a larger context. The material of light is explored in
two ways in this exhibition. Firstly, through an immersive
camera obscura installation, the naturally occurring optical
marvel used repeatedly by Leslie Eastman to reflect on
how the world sees itself and to relate spaces near and
far. Heliotrope also shows video footage of dawn and dusk
filmed at Europe’s first commercial Solar power station in
Andalucía, Spain. The two encounters contrast presence
and duration in our encounter with light.
PUBLIC PROGRAM
SATURDAY 4 MARCH | Dawn Viewing
Heliotrope: Presence and Duration
The dawn viewing of the camera obscura will provide a
peak experience of the optical phenomena. Join the artist
at BLINDSIDE from 6.30am for a dawn viewing at 7.07am
with a performed reading by the artist and guest readers at
7.05am. Texts address the visible and invisible dimensions
of light. This exhibition is dependent on natural light levels.
Time | From 6.30am

STRAIN AND STRUCTURE
RO NOONAN
Strain and Structure is a body of sculptural work that quietly
demands a sense of inquiry and intimacy; aiming to evoke
the will to touch, get closer, go around and slow down.
Crafted from the bi-products of industrial processes,
re-formed into new iterations that push the boundaries
of painting, the work openly embraces the poetics of the
provisional. Weight, tension, fragility, suspension and
balance are materially enacted – rendering the waste
materials ‘new’ again by shifting our relationship to them.

SWEAT
ELWYN MURRAY + AARON BILLINGS
Product-design, fashion techniques and contemporary art
practice are combined in a series of hand-embroidered gymtowels. Sweat explores the heteronormative erasure of queer
identities and negative effects of socialised masculinity.
Embroidered tableaus of performative gender and bodies in
conflict question the way toxic masculinity is asserted.
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WED 29 MARCH – SAT 15 APRIL

DEBUT XIII
TRENT CRAWFORD, LUCY FOSTER, EDITH GILFEDDER,
SILVI KADILLARI, DARCY SMITH, JULIA TRYBALA

INSPIRIN
G
EXHIBITIO
N
FOR UNIV
ERSITY
FINE ART
STUDEN
TS

In its 13th year, BLINDSIDE’s DEBUT brings together a
dynamic selection of Melbourne’s brightest Fine Arts
graduates from Victorian College of the Arts (VCA), Monash
University (MADA) and Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology (RMIT).
The artworks selected by BLINDESIDE’s team of curators
– Leslie Eastman, Kiron Robinson and David Thomas –
include explorations of painting, sculptural installation and
performed works. Intriguing, engaging, strong and full of
promise, they show a deep sense of understanding of one’s
practice and where the artist is headed post-university.

EDITH ZEE GILFEDDER | Grid Generation No. 2, 2016
Pigmented ink on paper, 119cm x 86cm

SATURDAY 8 APRIL

WED 19 APRIL – SAT 6 MAY

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

INFORME

Professional Learning for VCE Art and Studio Arts teachers
exploring Artist-Run Initiatives and Alternative Spaces.

JAMIE HALL + TARA O’CONAL

Discover new art spaces for students to visit – enriching the
student experience – and make personal connections with
other teachers and art industry professionals.
BLINDSIDE’s Teachers Professional Development Day will
explore a range of diverse exhibition spaces in the Melbourne
CBD. Starting at BLINDSIDE meet and hear from Debut XIII
curators, take a short walk to a visit a variety of ARI’s, an
artist studio and tucked away alternative art hotspots.
Returning back to BLINDSIDE for cheese, wine and a fun
discussion with peers at the end of the tour.
Time | 2pm–6pm
Cost | $50 (includes wine + cheese at the end of the tour)
Bookings | Bookings are essential, please email the gallery:
info@BLINDSIDE.org.au

Informe presents the viewer with an experiential
circumstance to ‘be-in-the-middle-of’ video and sculpture
as a means to understanding the experience of both
materiality and art. The exhibition investigates the potential
that video and sculpture have for generating different
registers of experience – aesthetic, cognitive, sensory and
critical. Questioning the foundational relationship of artist,
art object and viewer, as a means of revealing and testing
the structure of art-world systems and the materiality
of experience.

WED 10 – SAT 27 MAY

NO WOMAN IS AN ISLAND
CARLA ADAMS, JESSIE ADAMS, EMILY BESSER, CLARA
BRADLEY, FRANCES CANNON, JESSICA COCHRANE, ZOE
CROGGON, ANNA FARAGO, KATE JUST, ANTHEA KEMP,
STEPHANIE LEIGH, KIM LEUTWYLER, ZOE WONG
Curators | Sophia Cai + Caitlin Shearer
No Woman is an Island is an ambitious group exhibition of
Australian artists that focuses on female experience through
the conceptual framework of the ‘female gaze’.

Vital Signs exhibition at BLINDSIDE with artist Peter Lambropoulos, 2014.

Through the eyes of women artists, the exhibition explores
the shift in perception that comes with different ages and
phases of life. The artists engage diverse practices to touch
on a an array of relationships to womanhood and also
explore the theme of woman as Object vs Subject – thereby
challenging, complicating, and confronting the traditional
notion of a ‘male gaze’ in art.
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WED 31 MAY – SAT 17 JUNE

‘NOW YOU’VE DONE IT..’
JAMES PARKINSON
‘Now You’ve Done It’ addresses issues of advanced capitalist
systems of control and how the child is implicated in
the structural order of these states. The exhibition is a
continuation of the ongoing themes that Parkinson’s work
operates within – commodity fetishism, use value, the (sub)
urban dream ideology. How symptoms of capitalism exist
and perpetuate through generational and cultural knowledge.

LONG DISTANCE
Paperwork #3 exhibition by Sadie Chandler – school visit by Emmasu College.

The central curatorial premise for this exhibition is to
provide a platform for further discussion and insights into
contemporary female experience. While there is not a strictly
political aspect to the show, the artists in the show have been
selected for their sensitivity and critical engagement with
issues surrounding gender, experience, identity and place.
By bringing together multi-generational female artists
and approaches, the exhibition will present a multitude of
‘gazes’ and approaches, thus arguing for a non-prescriptive
experience of womanhood and contemporary femininity.
PUBLIC PROGRAMS
SATURDAY 13TH MAY | Feminist Reading Circle
Join MONOGRAPH, the reading circle for art lovers, for a
special feminist reading group at BLINDSIDE as part of
No Woman is an Island. Participants are asked to bring along
a recent book or text that they have read that has inspired them.
Time | 2pm
FRIDAY 17TH MAY | Curator Talk For Students
Great for Studio Arts students, the talk will
have a strong focus on curating, exhibition
design and the Arts industry. Presented by
No Woman is an Island curator Sophia Cai.
Time | TBC

BOOK TO
ATTEND
THIS
EXCLUSIV
E
STUDEN
T
SESSION

Bookings | Please email the gallery:
info@BLINDSIDE.org.au
SATURDAY 27TH MAY | Artists + Curator Panel Talk
Please check our website closer to the date for details.

CLARE LONGLEY
Clare Longley is a painter who is interested in the how the
spontaneity of movement, when amplified or diluted by
different mediums, can convey the nature of collective an
unconscious desire. Often the processes she uses to get to
a final output are performative in nature, but with different
end points.
A response to artist residencies and collaborative projects
in New York (mentored by performance artists India Salvor
Menuez, Alexandra Marzella and Claire Christenson) and
rural Portugal (with Australian/Portuguese painter and
academic Sam Abercrombe), The Long Distance brings
painting and elements of performance together.

EDUCATION KIT + WORK SHEETS
Designed to engage and enhance student reflection the
BLINDSIDE Education Kit and work sheets for VCE Art and
VCE Studio Arts students are now available for download:
www.blindside.org.au/education-program

View BLINDSIDE’S full 2017 PROGRAM online.

IMAGES PAGE ONE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
KIM LEUTWYLER | Ollie with White, Red and Green, 2016 | Oil and acrylic on canvas
ELWYN MURRAY | Cupid (after Canova), 2016 | Hand engraved silver mirror
RO NOONAN | Suss Suspend, 2016 (detail) | Mixed media
LESLIE EASTMAN | Heliotrope 2, 2017 | Digital photograph

Level 7, Room 14, Nicholas Building, 37 Swanston St, Melbourne VIC 3000
GALLERY OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 12pm – 6pm
T (+61 3) 9650 0093 | E info@BLINDSIDE.org.au | BLINDSIDE.org.au

BLINDSIDE is a not-for-profit artist run space. We gratefully acknowledge the support of

